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Case Studies Series 2021 
Core Values Awards 2021 Entry

Case Study 1: Christchurch Northern Corridor motorway project by CNC 
Alliance  

Highlights at a glance 

The Christchurch Northern Corridor was a four year project managed by an Alliance that includes Waka 
Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, Christchurch City Council, Jacobs, Aurecon and Fulton Hogan. The Alliance 
built a new section of SH74, plus delivered two associated Council projects: extending the project into 
the suburb of St Albans. The new motorway provides better access and room for growth, it eases 
congestion, improves safety and supports freight to Lyttelton Port. An 11km shared path links to both 
existing and new cycling facilities.  

Years of dispute 
When the project was included in the NZ Government’s Roads of National Significance programme (2009 
- 2017) it came as a shock to the community that it was actually going to happen. When construction
started in 2017 a small group were still fighting to stop it. Looking back at the history of this motorway,
by delving into the newspaper archives and the submissions made during the consultation and resource
consent stages, it was clear the community was somewhat divided on the project.
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Public Participation was needed to help inform change of scope  
While much of the general scope was already consented and locked down, parts of the Council section 
needed further consultation: the widening of Cranford Street and the development of a Downstream 
Management Plan (managing traffic flow from the Innes Road/Cranford Street intersection into the 
central city). During the first construction year a third southbound lane on the Waimakariri Bridge was 
proposed to be included, together with a safe cycle crossing (clip-on) over the Waimakariri River. It was 
also decided to run the new bridge lane and one lane on the new motorway as carpool lanes. A first for 
the South Island and a huge change in mode-shift thinking.  
 
Our engagement outcomes gained us a strong social license to operate 
Our engagement and communications strategy aimed to turn our split (for or against the motorway) 
community around, make them feel informed and involved in the project’s final design and construction 
methodology, and ultimately grow support for our long four year construction programme. As part of 
this, we wanted to make sure we were accepted as part of the community, and gave back to the 
community rather than being seen as an imposition. By the end of our four year programme, people 
said: “As a daily commuter and local resident I find the updates really clear and informative. Thanks!”  
“All information I receive, I pass onto our Transport Sector Membership. This is good information for the 
industry and where you are at throughout construction.” And “I've regularly noticed some of the 
thoughts I’ve had in mind to mention to your team, it appears to have been already thought of and 
actioned anyway......” 
 
Three key engagement outcomes: 

1. Cranford Street consultation – public contribution influenced the decision 
We consulted on the detailed design for the Cranford Street Upgrade in May 2018. After the 
consultation we made changes to the finer details, as requested by the local businesses and the 
preschool. Where possible and safe to do so we included on-street parking and we confirmed the 
decision to install a signalised pedestrian crossing. 

2. Fraser Street involvement – improvements to an out of scope local intersection 
Thinking of the public participation aspect that promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and 
communicating the needs and interests of all participants, including decision makers, we actively 
influenced the Council and the project team to come to a solution to improve the Fraser Street 
intersection (originally not included in our project scope and not on the Council list for improvement).  

3. Empowerment for information panels shared path – Iwi collaboration ensures pre-European 
narratives find pride of place 

We collaborated for several months with local Iwi to develop information panels along the shared path. 
We looked to them for advice and we researched together on the content and the images required. We 
organised two workshops with key stakeholders and Iwi to finalise content and to implement their 
chosen design. 
Earlier consultation with Iwi on the landscape design ensured native trees and plants were included. The 
new planting will be an important food source for the return of native birds into the city’s fringes. 
 
Three key engagement takeaways: 

1. Pro-active communications, provide information upfront and make it easy to share. Written 
information online increased the understanding levels, this led to positive feedback and residents 
becoming ‘experts’ on the project when commenting online/on social media. Asking our 
stakeholders to share our information increased the sign up for newsletters and ultimately the 
satisfaction scores on the information provided. Always explain the why, this will increase 
understandings and improves relations.  
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2. Internal communication needs to work just as well as external communications, your 
engagements need to be aligned. We have made a conscious planning and engagement effort 
during the four years to keep internal key stakeholders informed and aligned on a regular basis.  

3. Personal tone and visits, introducing yourself and presenting on the project (face to face) is still a 
good tactic to increase awareness, also don’t be afraid to resolve issues by meeting on site or on 
their terms/patch.  

 

Key search words: NZ government, new infrastructure, pro-active engagement, collaborate, transport, Iwi 
involvement, community feedback, Christchurch, licence to operate, dispute 

 

IAP2 Australasia Case Study Series aims to provide members with access to factual stories which demonstrate 
successes, challenges and insights from completed public participation projects. This free resource aims to 
increase practitioner knowledge, improve engagement practices and the experience of public participation.  

To access and search the Case Study Library/Database (IAP2A Members: head to the Member Resources Section)  

Want to know more about publishing a Case Study? Email info@iap2.org.au 
 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 

This case study presents …  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.0 Introduction

2.0 Background
3.0 

Implementation

4.0 Outcomes, 
impact and 

insights

IT HAS BEEN AN AMAZING JOURNEY. YOUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND ENTHUSIASM 

FOR US TO SHARE OUR HISTORY HAS NOT GONE UNNOTICED AND WE SINCERELY 

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR EFFORTS. WE CAN ALL TAKE GREAT SATISFACTION IN 

KNOWING WE HAVE CREATED SOMETHING SPECIAL IN OUR PART OF THE WORLD. 

Nāku noa nā, 
Arapata Reuben  

Tumu - Whakapapa Ngāi Tahu 
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Section 2.0 provides an overview of the project background and public participation context including how 

the engagement project was designed and planned. Section 3.0 describes the implementation phase 

including how the engagement was managed from delivery through to analysis and reporting. Section 4.0 

presents a reflection of the engagement with a focus on evaluation outcomes, impact and insights as well 

as evidence against the IAP2 Core Values for the practice of public participation.  

This project advances knowledge and practice on use of tried and tested engagement approaches 

We managed to change attitudes and gain support for the new infrastructure from a very negative starting 
point: “The ‘stupid’ motorway that nobody wants”, according to a local Christchurch councillor at our first 
meeting. The stakeholder engagement and open communication had a four-year endurance, keeping it 
positive and well managed within a changing political landscape and ongoing resistance from active protest 
groups in suburbia.  

The engagement strategy follows best practice, but it is the grass roots outputs that makes this project 
standout. By being available every working day, having an open door policy to the project office and site 
offices and to engage openly and positively on any issue. We have really become part of the local 
community, helping at the local primary school and feeding our neighbour’s cat. We truly have found our 
advocates in the community and we have kept our relationships positive. We have strongly collaborated 
with the wider Christchurch partners, when the scope of works was changing, when a carpool lane, Park & 
Ride facilities and direct bus services were created and during ongoing consultation on design and 
construction.  

Video innovation – how to use the new infrastructure 

We’ve produced and developed 31 video features, with average views of over two thousand for each video 
and around 25,000 for the animated fly over. We determined we could increase understanding by making 
a series of ‘How to’ animations on the new infrastructure: median barrier, interchange and carpool lanes 
for example. This worked very well, it reduced some of the anxieties on changing access, planted seeds to 
change habits and helped to establish bigger picture thinking. We had a regular supply of in-house 
produced news and drone videos and animations to support our information and increase our chances of 
publications/links with the (social) media. 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/videos/ 

2.0 Background  

 

Design engagement 

The motorway designation has been in place since the 1960’s. The Christchurch City Council section has 

been more changeable and controversial. Following extensive community and stakeholder consultation 

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency announced its plans for the Christchurch Northern Corridor in 

September 2011. Consultation with the community and stakeholders throughout 2010–14 has helped to 

shape the final design, with changes made where safety and function would allow. Resource consents from 

Environment Canterbury were also required for stormwater discharge and the construction of culverts and 

bridges. Consenting in late 2014 and early 2015 provided further opportunity for the community to share 

their views on this project. 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/videos/
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This project combines Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency’s Northern Arterial (a new section of SH74 

running from just south of the Waimakariri River to QEII Drive near Winters Rd) and two Christchurch City 

Council projects that link QEII Drive to Cranford St and four-lane Cranford St to Innes Rd. 

To understand the political environment and community views we 

looked into newspaper archives and the submissions made during 

the consultation and resource consent stages. Local newsletters 

provided useful information on residents’ views. The project’s Iwi 

advisory group gave the team insight into important 

environmental aspects. 

Discussions on the design and downstream management revealed 

the source of some of the negativity: fear of change, property 

values dropping, traffic safety concerns and the trepidation of 

losing the ‘right’ to drive a car and to park on-street. It also 

became clear that after five years of earthquake rebuild the 

appetite for ongoing construction was at an all-time low. We 

needed to do this better and, where possible, we needed to 

influence social change.  

Sustainable decisions 

In early 2017 several workshops, an open day and a visitors’ survey 
captured the residents/stakeholders’ views. This material was 
evaluated and led to further changes in the design, the layout of 
our project update leaflets and content of our e-newsletters.  

The workshops, open days and visitor’s surveys actually validated or changed the research data; and 
influenced decisions. It also helped to find ways for the community to provide ‘input in designing how they 
participate’, some clearly just liked to e-mail us with comments or further questions, more than 200 people 
walked into our office to engage with us and others used the six monthly survey to point out what they 
would like to see.   

We promoted sustainable decisions by recognising the needs and interests of all participants, including 
decision makers. No question was silly and all requests for information or services were discussed with the 
wider project team and client organisations and where possible influenced decisions. Our communications 
were enhanced or changed to provide the information they need to participate in a meaningful way. We 
included historic facts and explained the ‘why’ on this project and the chosen construction methodology. 
Concerns raised on impacts (dust, noise and traffic delays) influenced our construction planning and 
methodology, the input from pedestrians and cyclists enhanced our traffic management planning and we 
encouraged our residents to be the eyes and ears on the ground. Many simple questions on how to get 
from A to B in the new road lay out resulted in us making an animated video series on how to use the 
future infrastructure.  

From the open day we heard loud and clear that the community living on and near Winters Road had great 
concerns about closing this road early on in the construction and also we became aware that some didn’t 
understand the reason and permanent character of the closure. We decided on a public drop-in session for 
the Winters Road area at the Papanui Primary School.  

 

Consultation with the 

community and stakeholders 

throughout the years and 

during the project has 

helped to shape the final 

design, with changes made 

where safety and function 

would allow.  

Research insights were used 

to plan the (levels of) 

engagements. 

Open doors, open days and 

open communications 

throughout the construction. 
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It was clear from the research and the feedback from the community board and others that we should 
establish a separate drop-in centre/office on Cranford Street to manage issues and inform on the work in 
this area. We also agreed to work closely with the Council’s ‘Downstream’ planning and consultation teams 
as this was integral to our work.  

The reasons for our participation process finds it roots in our objectives to incorporate feedback and 
stakeholders’ considerations, to resolve issues together, to increase awareness and understanding and to 
gain the cooperation of impacted land and business owners. We made it easy for people to find 
information and to provide feedback. We were available by many means to hear their concerns and to 
respond to requests for (more) information in a positive way. Normally people will not feel welcome on or 
near a construction site due to the health and safety measures (fencing) in place. We offered a nice project 
office environment and used other existing office or school buildings to host drop-in sessions during office 
hours and when required, during evenings and weekends.  

The following stakeholder groups were identified, and the level of engagement was determined from our 
research insights: 

Stakeholders Sentiment Needs, level of influence What we did with 

their feedback 

Waka Kotahi  

Christchurch City Council 

Councillors, staff, 

Community Board, MPs, 

Waimakariri District 

Council, Environment 

Canterbury (ECan) and 

DOC. 

Concerned about issues 

affecting their 

communities. 

Overlapping 

responsibilities by the 

different agencies. Large 

infrastructure projects 

reviewed in 2018 by new 

Labour government to 

be 'future-proofed' for 

mode shift. 

Highly engaged 

Reputation, facts, figures 

and progress updates to 

support political and 

community debates. 

Help resolve residents’ 

issues raised, 

information on 

construction and traffic 

impacts, quality of 

service, innovations.  

Highest level of 

influence, decisions 

makers.  

We acted as 

advocate for 

residents to 

change/adapt 

traffic or work 

setups.  

We highlighted 

mode shift options 

with images and 

stories. 

We influenced 

both Councils to 

ensure their cycle 

infrastructure 

would connect to 

the CNC’s on time. 

CNC Alliance team Many different 

disciplines, diversity, 

different home 

organisations, two office 

locations (Auckland and 

Christchurch). 

Timely delivery, licence 

to operate, consent, 

client and community 

feedback, progress and 

performance tracking, 

good news stories and 

issue management. 

Alliance agreement, 

liaison with CCC and 

Acted as a conduit 

for information. 

Influenced team to 

address issues and 

ensured close out.  

Provided good 

news stories – 
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Highly engaged, most of 

the team members are 

locals. 

Waka Kotahi. High level 

of influence, direct lines 

to influence decision 

makers. 

shared public’s 

feedback. 

 

Local residents, business 

owners, schools, 

sporting groups and a 

cemetery. And anyone 

else who felt directly 

impacted. 

Community within 200m 

of project alignment 

have anxiety about work 

starting and the future 

impacts. Residents and 

business owners on 

Cranford Street have 

been very vocal in their 

protest. 

Some engaged, some 

disengaged, some 

distressed and even 

outrage (business 

owners upset over 

parking, interruption and 

tree removal). 

Reassurance with: 

Information on traffic 

and construction 

impacts. Provide bigger 

picture on future 

infrastructure and 

benefits. Design 

consultation and support 

for Cranford Street.  

Protest history, former 

mayor living in the area, 

business owners finding 

the ear of the media. 

Some level of influence 

via local Councillors and 

MP.  

After comments 

received we made 

the traffic 

management easy 

to understand and 

we encouraged the 

traffic team to 

focus on safety for 

pedestrians and 

cyclists.   

Many questions on 

...how will I get 

from A to B, 

resulted in the 

‘How To’ videos. 

We advocated for 

them, asked the 

team to reduce 

construction 

impacts.   

We made 

directional signs 

for business 

access. 

Te Rūnanga o Ngai Tahu 

Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd 

(MKT) 

Ngāi Tahu formed hapū 

settlements in coastal 

and inland regions. 

Whānau travelled 

seasonally between 

mahinga kai sites. The 

motorway is partly over 

and along these travel 

routes leading from 

Kaiapoi Pa to Ōtautahi. 

Engaged 

High standard of 

environmental 

management and 

archaeological 

discoveries. Protocols to 

follow.  

Opportunity: Artwork 

along shared path to 

share narratives on the 

history and the 

environment.  

They influenced 

the design for 

stormwater 

treatment along 

the motorway. 

We used their 

recommendations 

on native species in 

landscape design. 

We implemented 

their decisions on 
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Sharing of knowledge 

and cultural influence.  

info signs: design 

and content. 

St Albans Residents’ 

Association and other 

community groups. 

St Albans, 2km north of 

central Christchurch, has 

a long history of activism 

around social justice and 

environmental advocacy. 

Many active community 

groups: Rotary, ProBus 

and retirement villages 

with seminar 

programmes.   

Engaged  

Information to share on 

construction impacts, 

improving access to 

public transport and 

cycling, consultation on 

design, progress 

updates, personal 

tailored information and 

presentations (face to 

face interaction).  

Community feedback, 

influence on organised 

protest and local 

Community Board level.  

Early interactions 

influenced us to set 

up the drop in- 

office on Cranford 

Street. 

We provided 

factual info on 

traffic numbers 

and air quality. 

We supported their 

efforts for having a 

say in the 

downstream 

management.  

Industry groups, local 

construction projects, 

Lyttelton Port Company 

(LPC), utility providers 

and emergency services, 

KiwiRail. 

Several ongoing rebuild 

projects in the vicinity. 

Access to roads we are 

working on, timing of 

works and traffic impact.  

Engaged 

Traffic impact, 

programme and 

coordination of works, 

access, safety, 

innovations and sharing 

learnings, progress 

updates. 

Influence within own 

(industry) group.  

Maintain access, 

information on 

wide/heavy loads. 

Attending their 

freight forums.  

Listened to what 

would make it easy 

for them on how to 

plan our traffic 

management.  

Road users, commuters, 

wider Christchurch and 

Waimakariri community 

and local media. 

Easy access through, 

information on a long-

awaited project.  

Some disengaged (don’t 

care, live outside 

Christchurch) and 

majority engaged (long 

anticipated major 

project). 

Information on 

construction/ traffic 

impacts, project 

updates, benefits, 

encourage mode shift. 

Campaign on carpool 

lane, P&R facilities, 

direct bus services and 

promotion of shared 

paths. Influence on 

public opinion, through 

Council’s and (social) 

media.  

We instigated 

video features on 

the team and to 

address questions 

on ‘what are you 

doing that for’? 

Their comments 

influenced our 

traffic set ups and 

how we 

communicated on 

the traffic impact. 
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First open day at the CNC project 
office 28 March 2017 

 

Engaging with Papanui Primary 
School students on design plans 

 

      
Planting day Papanui Primary 

 

 

Plan engagement 

Methodology 

Using the feedback gained in the first engagement exercise, we then developed a comprehensive 
stakeholder engagement and communications plan, with the goal to see if the ‘split’ community and the 
negative views from some could be positively changed. Using the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum the 
focus of our plan in the detail design and construction phase is on informing people, the project however 
certainly provided opportunities to consult, involve and even to collaborate with and empower Iwi on 
detailed design aspects and consultation methodology.  

The project’s Iwi advisory group gave the team insight into important environmental aspects and using the 
insights from the research we developed our strategy and approach working closely with the project team. 
After the media announcement on contract award, the first meetings were with key stakeholders. We 
wanted to build relationships with affected groups in person and make the project ‘real’ by making 
ourselves approachable.  

Objectives 

• Before the construction start date of November 2016 valuable feedback and key stakeholders’ 
considerations have been incorporated in our methodology to minimise disruption during construction. 

• To have no project delays caused by possible stakeholder issues achieved by a solid risks mitigation and 
management strategy. 

• By mid-December 2016 key stakeholders in the project area are aware and understand the impact of the 
construction work through a strong multi-channel communication plan. 

• The wider audiences are aware of the works and are encouraged to be tolerant and cooperative towards 
the traffic impacts, accomplished with a pro-active and positive communication approach designed to gain 
as much exposure (publicity and sharing of information) as possible. 

• Achieve a 20% increase of stakeholders signing up for the e-newsletter. 

• Gain the cooperation of affected land owners and businesses demonstrated by no more than five 
complaints per month and ongoing positive direct feedback. 

• Ensure stakeholder satisfaction scores of 75% or higher on communications and engagement, measured 
by regular surveys. 
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• Project community leaders will have become advocates and supporters of the project, especially on the 
positive community outcomes, measured by (social) media analysis (audience reach, key messages copied, 
tone/sentiment – reduced criticism and endorsements). 

Seeking out and facilitating the involvement  

We targeted as much of the community as possible; engaging the entire northern Christchurch and 
Canterbury by meeting with the key stakeholders and the directly affected parties, making our on-site 
project office available for drop-ins anytime during office hours, sending regular project updates, sharing 
our information with community centres, libraries, schools, shop windows and social media.  

Once our information had increased awareness, we targeted more specifically. Gaining feedback from 
affected groups that would influence the construction methodology in real time to ensure positive 
community outcomes, by setting up monitoring, having (street) meetings, feedback loops and consultation 
with property/business owners.   

We organised and accepted every invite to speak about the project and to establish and strengthen 
relationships. We planned specific communications and consultation together with the Council to inform 
the Community Board and the Cranford Street community on a regular basis, to provide appropriate 
responses to mitigate their concerns. 

As part of the early stages of the engagement programme, we identified key opportunities to consult on 
the scope of the project. There were three key outcomes: 

1. Cranford Street consultation – public contribution influenced the decision 

We consulted on the detailed design for the Cranford Street Upgrade in May 2018 to obtain public 
feedback on decisions. We developed a special leaflet on the plan to check the residents’ support for the 
plan. A feedback form was provided, drop-in sessions at our office and in the community were organised, 
in-house meetings held with the businesses on Cranford Street and there was the opportunity to provide 
feedback online. We made the promise that the public’s contribution will influence the decision. After the 
consultation we made changes to the finer details, as requested by the local businesses and the preschool. 
Where possible and safe to do so we included on-street parking and we confirmed the decision to install a 
signalised pedestrian crossing. 

2. Fraser Street involvement – improvements to an out of scope local intersection 

During the drop-in session at the local school on the permanent closure for Winters Road many residents 
spoke to us and the Council on the feeling that the alternative exit out of their neighbourhood (around 600 
properties) the Fraser Street/Cranford Street intersection was very hard to exit. Turning right out of Fraser 
Street was at times undoable because of oncoming traffic on Cranford Street would use the slip lane for 
turning right onto Main North Road early, thereby not allowing right turning traffic in the flush median.  

Thinking of the public participation aspect that promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and 
communicating the needs and interests of all participants, including decision makers, we actively 
influenced the Council and the project team to come to a solution to improve the Fraser Street intersection 
(originally not included in our project scope and not on the Council list for improvement). We installed 
bollards to guide the traffic, not to move lanes to the flush median in front of Fraser Street intersection, 
however these bollards were run over. So we negotiated, on behalf of the residents, the additional work to 
construct a traffic island (concrete stopped the early erratic movements). We consulted with the residents 
on Cranford Street to ensure the new island did not affect their driveway accesses. The local Community 
Board was able to have the positive resolution as a good news story in the local newspaper.     
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3. Empowerment for information panels shared path – Iwi collaboration ensures pre-European 
narratives find pride of place 

We collaborated for several months with local Iwi to develop info panels along the shared path. Landscape 
architect Kim Goodfellow came up with the storyboard concept. To bring to life the rich history of this 
ancient trail. We partnered with Lyttelton-based writer Liz Grant and Ngai Tahu Whakapapa unit manager 
Arapata Reuben to research and write the narratives and with artist Morgan Mathews-Hale, of Kaitiaki 
Studios, to develop and design the steel artworks and the image/text panels. 

We determined we had 11 locations with a story to tell. During early meetings we decided together on 
themes and possible stories. We looked to them for advice and we researched together on the content and 
the images required. We organised two workshops with key stakeholders and Iwi to finalise content and to 
implement their chosen design. 

The design reflects the Taurapa (canoe stern post) of a great waka (canoe) and traditionally represent 
elaborate narratives such as that of Tāwhaki and his ascent to the heavens. For Iwi it tells the stories and 
whakapapa of the motorway and also, indicates a journey, travel and direction of our ancestors and future 
generations.  

Earlier consultation with Iwi on the landscape design ensured native trees and plants were included. The 
new planting will be an important food source for the return of native birds into the city’s fringes. 

Beyond these three key core scope changes, there were few further opportunities to influence changes to 
design. We agreed on informing (IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum goal to provide the public with 
balanced and objective information) as many people as possible and where possible to further consult 
(IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum goal to obtain public feedback) with the community on design and 
construction impacts. When there was the opportunity with the Papanui Primary School and with Te 
Rūnanga o Ngai Tahu to involve and collaborate (IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum goals to work directly 
with the public and partner for advice and innovation) on certain parts of the urban design and landscape 
aspects we did so pro-actively. The Alliance partners agreed to a best for project leadership and 
engagement style. We planned several meet and greet with community leaders and the principal for the 
local school.  

From there we continued our engagement strategy by actively keeping our doors open, organising 
personal and community meetings and responding to questions and reacting to queries and requests for 
further information and engagement. Regular project updates were provided that always included 
background and answers to questions raised. All information was available on the project website: 
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/publications 

We planned to have many individual engagements and to also celebrate milestones with further open days 
(Belfast Road Bridge complete, Winters Road subway complete) and via our easy 0800 phone number and 
info email address we could respond to further requests for information and consultation.  

A key result area for the project was ‘strong relationships’, with the goal to have project partners and key 
stakeholders being informed, satisfied and no obstacles. We designed four key performance indicators to 
achieve this goal: 

1. Measuring customer/stakeholder satisfaction with the actual construction 
2. Measuring satisfaction on communication/engagement 
3. Analysing issues, complaints and feedback 
4. Measuring the team internal performance. 

 

 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/publications
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Ongoing data collections 

A six monthly online survey with a representative sample of project partners, key stakeholders and the 
wider community was developed to measure customer satisfaction. Results were evaluated and 
engagements were improved by reacting to helpful comments. Regular tracking reports through a Client 
Management System were used to analyse feedback on a monthly basis. 

Stakeholder groups – level of engagement Method, tactics used 2016 - 2020 

Waka Kotahi, Council, WDC, ECan, MPs, CNC 

Alliance team, local Iwi 

Collaborate and empower 

Early consultation on objectives and strategy. 

Internal media protocol. Meetings, phone/email 

and fortnightly/monthly progress updates. There 

were Project Alliance Board and Alliance 

Management Team meetings together with 

operational meetings and workshops, a weekly 

Wednesday briefing for the wider project team 

and invited guests from client organisations.  

All key Stakeholders 

Inform and consult 

Timely and accurate information that could 

easily be shared. Project website, 

weekly/fortnightly e-newsletters using Campaign 

Manager, project updates and videos. Open door 

project offices, open day and drop-in events, 

0800 number, easy info@ address. Street 

meetings, presentations for neighbourhood 

groups.  

Papanui-Innes Community Board 

Inform, consult and involve 

Presentations on progress and impacts of the 

works. Questions and answers sessions. Regular 

progress updates that included information on 

what is next and stories to share. PowerPoint 

presentations, briefings, seminars, memos and e-

newsletters. Invitation to events and milestone 

celebrations. 

St Albans Residents Association, other 

community associations and neighbourhood 

groups 

Inform and consult 

Informed on construction impacts and engaged 

on a regular basis. Liaison with chair person, 

briefings, presentations, project updates 

delivered door to door and e-newsletters. 

Consultation on downstream management plan. 

Affected property and business owners, close 

neighbours, schools, health agencies 

Inform, consult and involve 

Informed early to encourage cooperation, 

engaged on issues, to resolve before works 

started. Tailored shop signs, visits, phone/email, 

in house meetings and drop-in sessions, timely 

and accurate work notices. Drop-in centre during 
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construction phases (18 months) on Cranford 

Street. 

Te Rūnanga o Ngai Tahu  

Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd (MKT) 

Inform, consult, involve, collaborate and 

empower 

Cultural Advisory Group (CAG). This group of 
rūnanga appointed representative and 
administered by Mahaanui Kurataiao (MKT) 
provided advice and feedback on the project 
plans. Group meetings on urban design and 
landscape plan, both concept and detailed 
design. Cultural monitors for earthworks/ ground 
disturbance across the project. Site blessing, 
community open days, briefings, Hui at Tuahiwi 
Marae, workshops, emails and research/design 
meetings on the info panels.  

Commuters 

Inform 

Informed on project and traffic changes. Through 

Transport for Christchurch (CTOC) and Waka 

Kotahi’s existing channels.* Encourage sign up to 

e-newsletters, all publications on project website, 

Variable Message Sign boards, static displays, 

local media (paid advertising, news).*Waka 

Kotahi’s policy didn’t allow the alliance to have 

their own Facebook page or Twitter account. 

Other local construction parties working in the 

vicinity of the project, LPC, Kiwi Rail 

Inform 

Early notification, encourage cooperation. 

Discuss issues to find mitigations. Work notices, 

meetings, phone/email and e-newsletters. 

 

 

 

 

 
Papanui Primary opening Winters Rd 

subway 

 

 

 

 
Drop-in session on Winters Road 

closure  

 

 

 

 
Community happy with intersection 

made safer 
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3.0 Implementation 

 

Manage engagement 

We targeted as much of the community as possible; engaging the entire northern Christchurch and 

Canterbury by meeting with the key stakeholders and the directly affected parties, making our on-site 

project office available for drop-ins anytime during office hours/working week, sending regular updates, 

sharing our information with community centres, libraries, schools, shop windows and social media. 

We communicated back to participants how their input affected the decision. Issues resolved and feedback 
received was openly shared in our project updates, e-newsletters and personal responses. Results from our 
six monthly survey (where there was ample room for comments) were summarised and shared with our 
key 1,114 actively engaged stakeholders (receivers of the e-newsletters). We actively engaged with greater 
Christchurch partners and encouraged sharing of information. The engagement and communications 
managers were part of the Alliance Management Team and reported to the Alliance Project Board, they 
had the listing ear of the clients and decisions were made together to come to a best for project outcome. 
Fortnightly communication and engagement meetings were held with Waka Kotahi and CCC to analyse 
outputs, discuss feedback and issues and plan further engagements and communication outputs.  

Example e-newsletter 

(Social) Media strategy 

We created a concerted programme of mass communication that would increase awareness, 

understanding and acceptance on the changes. We coordinated our project information published on 

Waka Kotahi and Council social media channels. It is Waka Kotahi’s policy that alliances cannot have their 

own Facebook or other platform project page, so we used existing channels and their generic South Island 

page to publish the updates and respond to online queries. We also joined online neighbourhood groups 

living near the motorway alignment to answer their questions and share up to date information. We then 

also actively encouraged them to share our information; increasing their profiles and increasing our 

audience views. 

Once our information had increased awareness, we targeted more specifically. Gaining feedback from 

affected groups that would influence the construction methodology in real time to ensure positive 

community outcomes, by setting up monitoring, having (street) meetings, feedback loops and consultation 

with property/business owners.   

We organised and accepted every invite to speak about the project and to establish and strengthen 

relationships. We planned specific communications and consultation together with the Council to inform 

the Community Board and the Cranford Street community on a regular basis, to provide appropriate 

responses to mitigate their concerns. This created advocates and supporters of the project in the 

community.  

All engagement interactions were recorded and analysed, all outputs are tracked and monitored so we 

could easily adjust and amend our communications and further engagements on a monthly basis. The four 

year CNC Alliance contract allowed for a stakeholder management budget of $303.146, excluding the costs 

for 2Fte. There was a full time stakeholder manager seconded from Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency and 

a communications manager seconded from contractor Fulton Hogan.  

https://nzta-christchurchnortherncorridor.cmail20.com/t/ViewEmail/t/E957890CDC0A2BD62540EF23F30FEDED/C8E199B3CE7FDF2274AF8F7A76570606
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Regular internal meetings were held with the Owner Interface Manager Waka Kotahi and Project Manager 

from Council, support was provided by engagement and communications personnel from Waka Kotahi and 

Christchurch City Council.   

 

Risk mitigations  

We implemented an effective stakeholder engagement strategy to identify any issues early and to resolve 
them quickly. A key risk at the start of this project was that the community and key stakeholders were 
possibly not aware of the project, were perhaps not receiving enough information or not understanding 
the information received. We decided to hit as many mediums as possible with information on the work 
about to start and the impacts. We used simple, clear language, and 
updated changes when necessary. To provide timely and accurate 
information was a goal strongly shared internally with the 
designers, engineers and project managers.  

With five parties within the alliance, two client government 
agencies and several communities to serve there is a clear risk 
for miscommunication and a possible information gap 
between Waka Kotahi and the Council when communicating 
publicly. Miscommunication is a reputation risk to all parties. We 
ensured there was coordination between media and stakeholder 
engagement liaison staff from all Alliance partners and there were regular meeting to provide updates and 
checks on the project.  

The feedback about the 
new motorway has been 
consistently positive.  
Steven Mann, Senior Travel 

Information Advisor 
Christchurch Transport 

Operations Centre (CTOC) 
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The years of dispute on the need for this motorway and the downstream connection shaped the negative 
feedback from land owners, some in Council and neighbouring residents. There was a clear risk during the 
construction phase that some would want to boycott or just withdraw their cooperation. We would lose 
our licence to operate and these stakeholder issues could easily cause project delay(s).  

We therefore worked closely with the land purchase teams to coordinate engagement with surrounding 
owners. Notifying the land owners early, providing honest and where possible upfront information, so to 
build a relationship and to identify where the issues may lie. Face to face meetings were held with affected 
land and business owners. 

We were also aware of community (Cranford Street area) and 
interest groups who were already not satisfied with the level of 
consultation in the consent phase of the project. Where 
possible we created opportunities for groups to provide 
feedback and key stakeholders to have a say in our final 
landscaping design. We consulted with the Cranford Street 
area so they could have their say and we provided feedback on 
the ‘what’ and the ‘why’. 

 

Presenting and answering questions at 
retirement village, to advise that 

Philpotts Road will become left in and 
out only access to QEII Drive 

 

 

 

 
Site office Cranford Street, drop-in 

sessions for local residents 

 

 

 

   
Reporting back after feedback, 

consultation Cranford St 

 

4.0 Outcomes, impact and insights 

 

Reflection and evaluation of engagement 

All objectives were achieved and in many cases we have achieved above and beyond our expectations.  

The objective to ensure stakeholder satisfaction scores of 75% or higher on communications and 

engagement was achieved and at times exceeded our own expectations.  On average we reached 

outstanding scores over 80% and for one period we even got as high as 93%. 

A six monthly online survey with a representative sample of project partners, key stakeholders and the 

wider community was developed to measure the customer satisfaction. Results were evaluated and 

communications improved by reacting to helpful comments. Regular tracking reports through a Client 

Management System were used to analyse feedback on a monthly basis. The six monthly online survey 

There is NO WAY I could've 

coped driving through all 

the constantly changing 

lanes and millions of road 

cones without your easy to 

read emails. 
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started in April 2017 to measure the customers’ (residents, key stakeholders and commuters) satisfaction. 

It was measured on: if the information was helpful, informative and accurate. We asked them if the service 

provided was satisfactory and the information helpful? There was room to comment on all aspects.   

Some of the customer satisfaction scores: March 2017 85%, 2018 88%, March 2019 89% and November 

2019 93%, last survey November 2020 = 89% 

We have written more than 120 project updates. We were invited and scheduled over 40 presentations 

(with community question time). We had around 50 to 150 people attending our events and public 

meetings, more than 8,000 people walked and biked on the motorway at our 12 December 2020 Open 

Day. Over the four years we have recorded 202 personal neighbourly visits to our project office and we had 

countless other casual visits and interactions.  

Three key outcomes: 

1. No more than five complaints per month  
By having the 0800 free phone line, dedicated info email address, open door policy and drop in sessions at 

Cranford Street and many face to face communications we achieved under five and often no complaints 

every month except one. This was in March 2020 (12 complaints) relating to the noise during night works 

at two sites: Innes Road roundabout and Cranford Street.  

From January 2017 through to December 2020 we have recorded 1,383 interactions, less than 7% (6.5) 

were complaints (90).  

2. Video innovation  
We’ve produced and developed 31 video features, with average views of over two thousand for each video 

and around 25,000 views for the animated fly over. We determined we could increase understanding by 

making a series of ‘How to’ animations on the new infrastructure: median barrier, interchange and carpool 

lanes for example. This worked very well, not only does it save time and effort (a picture speaks a thousand 

words) it also reduced some of the anxieties on changing road lay-outs, it encouraged drivers to change 

their habits and in the end also helps to establish bigger picture thinking.  

3. Actively wanting to be engaged 
We achieved a 41% increase of stakeholders signing up for the e-newsletter. We created and published 

over 150 e-newsletters. In April 2017 we had 788 stakeholders signed up, in November 2017, 954 and in 

2020, 1,114. 

Three engagement takeaways: 

1. Measuring what matters gets done. The developed right key performance indicators ensured we 
had a close eye on how we were going to achieve our objectives. It scheduled monthly and six 
monthly reflections.  

2. Short term positive outcomes build long term relationships. 
3. Setting SMART objectives leads to public support and positive public opinion. 

Alignment with IAP2 Core Values for the practice of public participation 

IAP2 Core Values  Example or evidence from this project 

1. Public participation is based on the belief 
that those who are affected by a decision 
have a right to be involved in the decision-
making process  

Feedback was sought from 2010 on the alignment, on 
options, on design and on design changes, views on the 
project and resource consent conditions.  
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https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-
motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/project-
background/ 

The CNC Alliance had the strong belief that the 
information and consultation needed to continue 
during the detail design and construction process. 
Objectives:  

• Before the construction start date of November 
2016 valuable feedback and key stakeholders’ 
considerations have been incorporated in our 
methodology to minimise disruption during 
construction. 

• Gain the cooperation of affected land owners 
and businesses demonstrated by no more than 
five complaints per month and ongoing positive 
direct feedback.  

2. Public participation includes the promise 
that the public’s contribution will influence 
the decision  

One thing leads to another, when closing Winters Road 
the only other street exit out of the neighbourhood was 
via Fraser Street. Historical feedback on unsafe right 
turns was raised again, and although this intersection 
was not in our scope of works, we agreed and 
influenced a decision with the Council to improve this 
intersection as well, and the alliance constructed the 
out of scope changes. 
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-
northern-corridor/cnc-project-update-201802.pdf 

It was agreed Cranford Street area needed to be 
consulted with to finalise the design for this part of the 
project. Feedback on parking and a safe pedestrian 
crossings influenced the detailed design.  

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-
northern-corridor/CNC-Have-your-say-Cranford-Street-
upgrade-detailed-design-20180504.pdf 

 

3. Public participation promotes sustainable 
decisions by recognising and 
communicating the needs and interests of 
all participants, including decision makers  

The CNC Alliance leadership team included 
representatives from decisions makers, the 
management team included Waka Kotahi managers 
and Council City Council liaison staff. Public feedback 
and queries were discussed and evaluated in weekly 
Alliance Management Team meetings and when 
required were elevated to Alliance Project Board level. 
‘Best for project’ shaped all decisions made. “Strong 
relationships” was the number 1 key result area. 

4. Public participation seeks out and 
facilitates the involvement of those 
potentially affected by or interested in a 
decision  

We build on the stakeholders from the consulting and 
consenting phases, those protesting and all neighbours 
had the chance to be involved. The planning of our 
engagements included identifying and mapping out the 
key stakeholders, interest groups and general public. 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/project-background/
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/project-background/
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/project-background/
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-northern-corridor/cnc-project-update-201802.pdf
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-northern-corridor/cnc-project-update-201802.pdf
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-northern-corridor/CNC-Have-your-say-Cranford-Street-upgrade-detailed-design-20180504.pdf
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-northern-corridor/CNC-Have-your-say-Cranford-Street-upgrade-detailed-design-20180504.pdf
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/christchurch-northern-corridor/CNC-Have-your-say-Cranford-Street-upgrade-detailed-design-20180504.pdf
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We actively sought input from key stakeholders, 
impacted land and business owners and invited close 
involvement with Iwi on urban design aspects.  

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/media-releases/storyboards-
to-be-blessed-along-new-shared-northern-pathway-
with-te-ngai-tuahuriri-runanga-media-invitation/ 

E-newsletter 

5. Public participation seeks input from 
participants in designing how they 
participate  

Our engagement strategy included pro-active modes 
(meet and greet, open door policy and organised drop-
in sessions, open days and asking to present), active 
modes (saying yes to every invite) and re-active modes 
(issue management tools and responses). The project 
had a free phone number, information e-mail address 
with 48hrs response time. An online survey was also 
available to provide ongoing feedback. An internal 
communication and engagement plan was developed, 
input was sought during inductions to crews and 
visitors to site, during weekly project team briefings 
and eventful workshops.  

6. Public participation provides participants 
with the information they need to 
participate in a meaningful way  

We have provided several outputs: reception, publicity, 
advertising, web content, brochures, project updates, 
work notices, e-newsletters, videos, staged events and 
social media posts, emails, phone calls, site visits, drop-
in sessions and media releases. We regularly asked how 
participants would like to receive the information, if 
they thought the information was helpful and what we 
could do differently to improve the information and 
participation.  

7. Public participation communicates to 
participants how their input affected the 
decision  

Summary of survey results was reported back to key 
stakeholders. Project updates included information on 
how design changes were made and what was 
incorporated or what not and why. Lessons learned and 
feedback on the project’s engagement/communication 
was evaluated with partners. FAQ were developed, 
online available on project website and incorporated in 
project updates. 
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Melanie Williams has experience in the transport sector and expertise in engagement strategies for 
complex engagement and the use of information, consultation and involvement (engagement method). 
Melanie Williams was engaged by IAP2A to support practitioners to share their engagement story as a 
case study.  

For more information about this project see: 

• https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/ 
(project website) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZbf_Wbgn9E (YouTube) and 

• https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/christchurch-motorways/christchurch-northern-corridor/videos/ 
(project page)  

To connect with the authors: 

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/melanie-williams-77330585/ 

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/norma-kloosterman-1a698426/ 

 

To access and search the Case Study Library/Database (IAP2 Australasia members): Head to the 
Members Resources section of IAP2 Australasia.  

Want to know more about publishing a Case Study? www.iap2.org.au/casestudy  
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